1. PLACE LOWER TORSO/LEGS ONTO BASE KEY.

2. PLACE UPPER TORSO ONTO LOWER TORSO/LEGS.

3. ATTACH DESIRED INTERCHANGEABLE SHOULDER O-RINGS SET TO LEFT AND RIGHT SHOULDER. (NOTE: THERE ARE TWO O-RING SETS SUPPLIED, RIBBED AND SMOOTH, CHOOSE PREFERRED DISPLAY SET).

4. ATTACH LEFT AND RIGHT ARMS.

5. ATTACH NECK/HEAD.

6. ATTACH FIGURE PORTRAIT TO REST OF HEAD (MAGNETIZED).
   6A. BATTERIES ARE LOCATED IN THE PORTRAIT SIDE.
   6B. HEAD IS ARTICULATED - POSITION IN DESIRED POSE.

7. ATTACH BOTH FRONT CHEST PISTONS.

8. ATTACH TOP HEAD PISTON.

9. ATTACH MAGNETIZED FRONT CHEST RESTRANING BOLT.

10. ATTACH BOTH LOWER LEFT AND RIGHT LEG PISTONS.